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North face isabella backpack black and rose gold

Top positive reviewAll positive reviews' Megan5.0 out of 5 starsLove this backpackIng in the US on March 14, 2017Love this backpack!!! It's not too big and bulky. Rose gold is so sweet and girly. Best backpack, fits my iPad Pro 12.9 inch in the computer room and some folders in the main bag. I'm sure it
can fit more, but that's all I wear. If you're thinking of buying it, just do it because you won't regret it. The North Face Women's Isabella Backpack - TNF Black Heather / Rose Gold - Last season is rated 4.6 out of 5 of 262. Rated 5 out of 5 by Renae from Perfect This backpack is amazing. I'm a grad
student. So I use it for my books and orther necessities. It's easy to keep track of. It is spacious without being too massive or bulky. I am a small person (4'10) and I have trouble finding backpacks that are a good size and do not hurt my back. This one's perfect. It looks slim and the colors look so good. I
love it so much I'm thinking about getting someone else in a different color. Date published: 2018-09-22 Rated 5 out of 5 of Aly from Good For College Bought this product for my years in college. And when I put all my supplies, books, laptop, etc. It was able to fit everything - it made going to college
easier by having everything in one bag. And it can probably last me all 4 years and maybe more. Date published: 2018-08-08 Rated 5 out of 5 by Nicky from Perfect Work Life Balance Backpack! After reading a few of these reviews I was nervous that this back wouldn't be big enough for my daily needs
and started to get nervous that I made the wrong decision. I'm happy to say I was wrong! I am so happy with this purchase. I needed a backpack for travel, and it would also accommodate my daily routine Gym, Work and Home (in that order). The North Face Isabella nailed it for me while maintaining a
sleek, distinguished athletic profile. In my bag I carry the following: running shoes, shower flip flops, gym towel (microfiber wrap around and not bulky), travel toiletries bag (with travel size loofah), travel make-up bag, wallet, laptop charger, and original iPad Air, along with your daily essentials like keys,
hand cream, etc. I tend to pack my bag strategically, but I still have free pocket space. Even though it's full, this backpack looks like it's built to last, and it's comfortable on my back. I tend to be on the rougher side with my bags, but I think the durability of this bag will win and if not I have a lifetime warranty.
Date published: 2018-02-16 Rated 5 out of 5 by Katie from Really nice slim-profile backpack, comfortable I've really enjoyed this backpack so far. I use it for grad school. It fits a 13 laptop large, as well as a book or two and Belongings. The water bottle bag is the perfect size for a Camelback Eddy without
it falling out, which is great. It is nice and slim so it looks more elegant and and than most school backs. I like fleece lined pockets to protect my phone and sunglasses. I'm super picky, but they nailed this! Highly recommend! Date published: 2018-08-26 Rated 5 out of 5 by Taylor from Exactly what I
needed + slim new design I bike to school and carry a few notebooks, a 13 laptop, wallet, water and sometime bike lock. The material is robust enough to be at capacity, but still looks slim and comfortable. Will probably also use for light hikes or overnight stays - but packs of lights. Curious to see how it
bears over a semester of weather and use, but happy to find out. Exactly what I needed. PS black and gold colorway looks sick. Date published: 08/12 Rated 5 out of 5 by Ange from Love this backpack! It's not too small or too big, just the right size for many occasions - I use it for hiking, traveling on a
road trip or long-haul flights, or as an add-on for a weekend/short trip so I can keep important things handy and safe. The backpack comes with many (but not too much) small spaces, some with cozy fleece lining which is extra nice. I also like design a lot; there are some rooms I couldn't tell they were
there in the first place because of the seamless design. I definitely recommend this backpack! Date published: 2018-09-26 Rated 4 out of 5 by teresaliza from Nice Backpack This is really nice bag. Not heavy built like other NF backpacks, it's probably not meant to scrub out the woods, but simple, light
enough and the right size for what I was looking for. I needed a medium sized backpack to carry my 13 laptop and a few other personal belongings while traveling. I don't like bulky or busy seeing something, simple and slim is more my style, so it was perfect for me. Date published: 2016-06-22 Rated 5
out of 5 by Keri from Streamlined Style for Commuting Wanted to get something that could be used for business primarily, but also for leisurely trips to the city. It has worked very well for me. Love the design details and it's a perfect fit for my needs. On the smaller side even for your typical backpacks, but
I like it because I'm a 5' 2-girl who doesn't want to wear anything that makes me look like I'm going to fall over :) I got the black version and it's perfect. Thank you, North Face, for an excellently designed product that perfectly suits my needs! Date published: 2017-08-25 Rated 3 out of 5 by Viv from Wish it



was bigger! Great, but barely fit my 15 laptop. I love the design but just wish the bag was bigger! There's not enough room for both my laptop and my exercise clothes. North Face - you make a bigger version! Date published: 2017/04-15 Rated 5 out of 5 of texas camper Mom from I took my backpack to
camp this summer and It! Love the glasses pocket in the top handle. Also love cell phone pocket on the lower right side. The front pocket was super convenient for storage storage wallet and snacks. Date published: 2018-07-17 Rated 5 out of 5 by Shannon from Better Than I could have imagined that I
had a Women's Recon for 6 years, but finally decided to update to a slimmer, more professional looking backpack for commuting to/from work. Isabella far exceeded my expectations! Seriously, light on shoulders and eyes. The first time I had it, I had to check halfway down the block to make sure I packed
it correctly - it felt and looked like nothing was in there even though I packed it full! I love North Face backpacks because they are designed in practicality without giving up aesthetics. There are just enough pockets to organize my essentials without adding too much bulk, and I can fit my Contigo thermos in
the side pocket for easy access. The only slight drawback that I can think of is the absence of a flat bottom, so if I put it down, the backpack tends to roll flat instead of standing upright. This is a product of Isabella's sleek design, so I'm willing to sacrifice that for the minimal profile. Date published: 2017-11-
07 Rated 5 out of 5 by Commuter Warrior from Perfect combination of form and function! I use this for commuting to work. It's a great bag for this purpose - not as bulky as being annoying on mass transit, carrying just what I need work (laptop, phones, a notebook, plus my wallet, keys, sunglasses, water
and lip balm), and minimal and slim, so still looking professional (for a casual work environment). Also the black with gold detail is on point! Date published: 06/2016/26 Rated 3 out of 5 by Lola from Way to Small! This product is the way to small. I bought it online and it came in the mail and was 2 times
smaller than expected. If you want a big backpack, don't get this! Date published: 2018-07-29 Rated 5 out of 5 of emerie from Made my day I saw this backpack in the store and was torn over to buy it, so I didn't. Since that day, I hadn't stopped thinking about it and was so happy to find it on Amazon! I
love the black with gold accents (and get a lot of compliments on it!). Have a lot of pockets to safely store your belongings. I like that it has a separate pocket designated for your laptop. My 13 Macbook Air is the perfect fit for the pocket, it wouldn't be able to accommodate anything bigger than a 13
tablet/laptop. Straps are padded and provide good support on the shoulders. I love this backpack. Date published: 2017-08-21 Rated 5 out of 5 of KJ from Exactly what I was looking for This backpack was exactly what I was looking for. I bought this as a replacement for my Borealis, which I had owned for
5+ years. I was looking for a slimmer, more feminine model, and it fits the ticket. I use this to commute to and from work (keep my lunch, clothes day and gym clothes) and it's perfect. Date published: 2018-07-10 Rated 4 out of 5 of MB from Super stylish but not much space space just got the backpack in
and love it! But I wanted to make sure my books fit before ripping off tags, and all I could fit into the large room was my 2 3-ring binder. I'm so disappointed it's not a little roomier to keep a more 1 binder and a notebook. I'd think it would be perfect otherwise. Published: 09/01 Rated 4 out of 5 by C from
Perfect! This is a great backpack! Its super light even when its filled with my laptop, books etc. I love the amount of pockets and the overall look. Only downside is that the room gets filled up quickly, but for its size it lasts more than I thought. The straps are comfortable and its super cute! Published: 2018-
03-31 Rated 5 out of 5 by QwnbeeO from Love my Isabella Backpack! I am currently using this backpack as a baby bag (and purse) for my 19 month old. I love that it has so many spaces allowing me to save everything I need. It's very light and sturdy. I love the pure black look with a touch of gold. I will
definitely buy this backpack again! Date published: 2017-06-16 Rated 5 out of 5 of Bri from As well I bought 2! I've been looking for a backpack or bag that fits my criteria for size, function and style for a long time and I'm so glad I came across this one. I love the sleek, simple design and thoughtful
pockets, and that when packed properly I can fit everything I need for 2 days of work, yoga and school. It's not the most comfortable on long bike rides or walks when I have it packed with my computer and a few books, but I also haven't had much to compare it to. Date published: 2017-09-30 Rated 5 out
of 5 of Maya from This. Is. I love the Northface brand. This is my third backpack that I bought from the store and I love it! I deliberately bought it to wear for the Texas State Fair bc it felt safer and safer. And because when I take my baby cousins out to play, it's so convenient and not bulky. Now I have it for
class as well. It fits my 3 topic notebooks, iPad, other school supplies, and my 15' laptop too! I can't stress how much I love this backpack. Date published: 2016-12-28 Rated 5 out of 5 by Travel Queen from Love this backpack! I bought this backpack for use as a gym bag. It's perfect for that! My shoes fit
well in the front pocket and clothes in the back. the front of the backpack is actually a stretch pocket that I didn't realize until I received the backpack. This pocket works really well for things I need quick access too and I don't have any worries about things falling out of it. I also do a lot of weekend travel by
plane and it works okay for this purpose. It's a little small to pack for a weekend, so I have to be very strategic in how I pack. a great product! Date published: 2017/04-29 Rated 5 out of 5 by Danij from Must Buy I love everything about this backpack! I bought this backpack for school, daily use, use, and
hiking. The green color is my favorite. This backpack is on the smaller side, but I'm petite, so it's perfect for me. Date published: 2018-05-15 Rated 3 out of 5 by Roc from Comfy even when packed and nice silhouette I really like how the package stays cheerful even when it is empty. It's also nice that the
load actually feels like it's flowing away from my body, even when the package is full. I don't like where the key fob is, inside the zipper pocket that is inside the front zipper compartment. If I have to unpack two things to get to my keys, it's not convenient. I would love tnf to improve the design with an
elastic key fob (see jujube is right rear bag) that is sewn into the elastic front panel or the small zippered pocket that sits on your left hip. Basically everywhere I can reach it without having to remove the package. Also splitting the zipper pocket inside the front compartment into two smaller pockets would
help the organization. Pen slots would be super. Unfortunately the bag is roomiest at the bottom, so you tend to lose things at the bottom of the bag where you can't see it. Date published: 2018-02-21 Rated 4 out of 5 of sivant from An Excellent Package that deserves an update Overall this is a great
package: versatile, well balanced, and able to carry a wide range of things for city life. I carry a laptop (currently 12 inch X series thinkpad, but by switching to the 14 inch T Series, a friend's fits no problem), and a stack of documents (anywhere from 30-200 pages or a book or two) in the main room. In the
secondary room I keep my daily kit (toothbrush / paste, lotion, bandaids cuz I clumsy) several key cards (attached to the built-in lanyard, plus one of those retractable string stuff so I can pull it out, short in, and let it go, having it pull back in the bag), foldable studio headphones (concentration and
commute), a few pieces of fruit or other snacks, a 6x9 notebook, a USB battery (for recharging cell phone when needed), laptop power brick/wire and sometimes I'll throw in an extra shirt or a mini umbrella, but this can cut into the snack space. There is cash, cards and pens (things for quick access) in the
upper mini pocket. Keys in the small pocket left bottom pocket, a water bottle in the bottle sleeve. My phone goes in the back sleeve when not in my hand, sometimes the ID badge there or clipped to the shoulder strap, or in the top mini pocket. This is all I spend on the daily. I have used this bag for a short
2 day trip by replacing the documents and snacks with extra clothes.and my cell phone charger. After a year of use I have noticed the following: It does not support, but is cut very well, so looks and feels good most of the time, but now is starting to fatigue. It fits comfortably when filled 40% and 90%
capacity, but can feel relax with less. It becomes very inconvenient when you approach or at capacity. Capacity. easily and difficult to access. It is small enough that this is common. The elastic sections (bottle pocket and back pocket) have not held up well during the year. The package is a little too small
in all dimensions. a 10-20% increase size would be ideal. Date published: 2018-05-26 Rated 5 out of 5 of Rubí Melinna from I would buy this product again por my sister and mom I use this bagpack for school and work. I love how comfortable it is and how easy it is, but can carry all my books, my laptop
and even my clothes to work. It's just amazing. Published: 2017-10-06 Rated 5 out of 5 by Abi from Great Backpack! This is a great backpack! It has so many spaces to place everything. I use it for school and it keeps my books and laptop fine. And it's really cute and not too big. Date published: 2018-03-
09 Rated 5 out of 5 by Audiologist from My first backpack in 30 years ... and my first NorthFace!❤️ Isabella is my new purse. I combined my bag and folder! Ergonomic and fashion forward. Love the color and rose gold accents. Why did I wait so long to find Isabella? Date published: 2017-12-14 Rated 5
out of 5 of Little from LOVE this thing. I use this bag mostly for school and I have so much I constantly need to carry around with me, but this bag is perfect for it. Plus it looks so dang cute. Date published: 2018-02-10 Rated 5 out of 5 by Fosua from I would definitely recommend this A really classic,
simple design. I wear it to work, and easily keep my laptop and gym wear without looking cumbersome. Really happy with this purchase. Date published: 2018-07-07 Rated 5 out of 5 by Ashley from Love it I love the sleek lightweight design. I would not recommend if you have many books to carry - the
main rooms are not very large. But I use it for work - it easily fits a laptop, binder, food bag, wallet and more. The smaller exterior pockets are perfect for a mobile phone and keys as they are easily accessible. My favorite part about this bag is that even when I'm stuffing it full, it doesn't seem bulky.
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